We may be allowed, in limine, to reply to any objections which may be made against the application of the word epidemic to diseases which are pnrely and primarily mental.
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There is no abrupt line of demarcation between the earliest instinctive unconscious movements and the dawn of ideas, when the impressions made through the senses act on the sensorium. " These ideas are necessarily at first obscure and undefined. Eor the reception of sensuous impressions there is required a preparation of the mind, which is not yet present, and is only slowly developed. This includes attention, comparison, and judgment.
" And there is no other inlet for ideas than through the nerves of sense and sensation.
Spontaneous ideas are impossible to man under his existing organization.
" It is well known that children only learn to see and hear after a considerable time, though the organs of sight and hearing are from the first prepared to receive their appropriate impressions.
"There can be no question that the mental life of the child at this period is far inferior to the dreaming state of the adult: for though the suspended consciousness of the sleeper is scarcely stirred by the thread of ideas which flits across the mind, and is almost incapable of attention to them, yet these ideas may be perfectly clear in themselves, and even orderly; while in the child, when awake, they are only dim figures, without order and connexion. " The faculty of speech is, as we know, acquired by imitation of the sounds heard.* The first modulated cries of the infant are not speech, but sounds without consciousness and significance; it learns to imitate the sounds presented to it, to show that it has received the impression they give. Gradually it associates ideas with the words, to which it then gives significance. It is not till a later period that there wakes up the higher faculty of recalling past ideas and the power of using words as the organ of thought."
It is still long before the child can attain that mental independence which is regarded as the characteristic of man; the most can hardly be said to attain it at all, but continue through life dependent 011 circumstances.
We constantly observe, in the amusements of children, that they arc most absorbed in those which mimic the serious occupations of those around them? those of the school, the household, the family, the shop, and the church. "Nearly all the children were seized with the complaint. If their mothers were burned as witches, they themselves conversed with the devil, whom they saw hovering before them. They cried after their mothers, and all received answers from them. In sleep they felt themselves carried away by women in the form of cats, and when carried before the courts, they mentioned the names of the women who had thus carried them. This evidence, in which multitudes of children were unanimous, sufficed for the condemnation of those women to the stake. The children were carried into the churches, and were studiously kept awake. When overpowered by sleep, their dreams were repeated, and they described all the doing of the witches, the appearance of the devil, the food he set before them, the dances they had witnessed, the conversations and songs they had heard. When these witches were burnt, the evil was by no means stayed; the children soon found themselves similarly treated by other women. They all agreed in the affirmation that bolts and licks were of no avail to detain the witches from the observance of their S ibbath, and that they had themselves been cruelly scourged by witches interested in the inquiry a source of much interesting information. There is a department of the State-paper Office for a particular class of correspondence, which had long perplexed those who were engaged in deciphering the secret correspondence of the Stuart and revolutionary era. It was at last found that they were the ietters of lunatics.
Tlie same remark is applicable to ancient paganism, for the youthful processions in honour of some of its divinities were due to quite another sentiment; nor do any of our modern missionaries record anything similar in defence of their fading superstitions.
In some of the excitements of religious revivals at the close of the last century, the children took much part, and were evidently morbidly affected. I have not been able, unfortunately; to procure the exact information on this subject.* It will be remembered, that a few years ago children were much pressed into the advocacy of the cause of total abstinence, much I believe to the moral injury of some, and with fatal results to others.
Beyond this, I do not know any modern events at all resembling those narrated at the beginning of this paper.f
If we are correct in attributing these phenomena to instincts of the youthful mind, we are compelled to inquire how it is that at a period so similar to the periods of the Crusades and the Reformation in the general religious and social excitement they have failed to recur.
I fear we shall hardly be justified in attributing it wholly to the more advanced civilization of our times, as offering to our youth patterns which they may safely imitate. Probably the true explanation is to be found in the more general kuowledge of the nature of these excitements, and in the better understanding of the position of children in society. It is not improbable, that it is partly due to the increased longevity of modern times and the long peace of Europe, the numerical ratio of the youthful population to that of the adult and aged being thereby reduced, and their influence in society being proportionally diminished. The proper mental and bodily relaxants are music and the dance. It is a subject of much congratulation that the former is now recognised as almost one of the necessaries of life. It is to be hoped that a better understanding of the value of the latter may ere long correct that mistaken morality which has driven it to late hours and heated drawing-rooms. No amusement is either healthy or moral which cannot be taken within the domestic circle, and at the hour when it is needed.
